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Abstract: An eye image has useless parts such as eyelid and eyelash apart from iris. These useless parts are
masked and iris region alone is detected by Generalized structure Tensor (GST). Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) is used to extract texture features in the iris. The best features (small subset) are then selected
from the extracted texture features using Cuckoo Search algorithm which is an evolutionary algorithm. The best
features of a person are then compared by calculating their hamming distance with a number of features of
different individuals in the database for identification. The effectiveness is proved by comparing the proposed
feature selection approach with other feature selection methods and without feature selection on a CASIA v3.0
database. The experimental results on this database show the proposed approach can achieve higher matching
rates in iris authentication.
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INTRODUCTION Fig. 1 shows overall system model of the iris

Iris recognition systems attract the keen attention as by acquiring images. Then newly acquired iris image is
the next generation security system because the random compared with the existing database and the new image is
texture of iris is unique, complex and stable throughout authenticated.
the life. Iris recognition system has various advantages
like fastness, accuracy and simplicity [1]. As an internal Iris Anatomy: The iris is an annular structure of elastic
organ, iris is protected behind the eyelid and cornea and connective tissue forming a rich pattern of random texture,
cannot be easily altered. Furthermore, since the iris is an visible in the eye. It is located between the darker pupil
overt body, iris based human identification systems are and brighter sclera [5]. Fig. 2 shows the frontal view of
non-invasive to their users [2]. An iris recognition system iris. The iris has dilator and sphincter muscles which
compares the sample iris image with the database and control the amount of light entering into the eye by
generates a match score reflecting the degree of similarity changing the size of the iris. It has two regions namely
or dissimilarity [3]. pupillary zone and the limbic (ciliary) zone. The

However, most existing  literatures  of biometric- collarette boundary divides the iris in pupillary and limbic
based identification deals with different methods of zones. The two zones typically have different textural
feature extraction and limit work  were  reported  for details. The iris surface consists of several layers and is
feature selection. The features extracted from iris may characterized by radial and contraction furrows - ridges
contain useless  features  which might result to resulting from dilation as well as crypts -openings that
misclassification.  A  feature  selection method like allow fluids to enter and exit the iris. The limbus and
Cuckoo Search algorithm tries to enhance the effect of pupillary boundaries define the iris’s spatial extent and
significant features while  ignoring  insignificant  subset demarcate  it  from eyelashes, eyelids, sclera and pupil.
of features. So, feature selection is also an essential step The rich textural details in the iris surface offer a strong
to reach high accuracy [4]. biometric cue for recognizing individuals [6].

recognition system. Initially the database of iris is created
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Fig. 1: Overall System Model

Fig. 2: Iris Anatomy to detect this sharp transition than the softer transition

Iris Segmentation: The segmentation of iris refers to The structure tensor method uses both the
detection of the pupil and scelera boundaries. Daugman magnitudes and direction of edges for accurate detection
proposed segmentation using integro-differential of iris boundaries. It also uses circular complex filters
operators and Wildes proposed segmentation using edge which encodes local orientations and so it detects any
detection plus circular Hough transform. Most of the early disagreement of the filter with the local orientations of the
works used these two techniques. Some other works tried image. But other traditional edge-based detection
to reduce the computational burden of the Hough methods like the integro-differential operator or the
transform proposed by Wildes. They assume that iris has circular Hough transform do not use this. Further, the
circular boundaries. This assumption holds good only filter width also can be adjusted and so once GST detects
when we have perfect environments and supporting users the circular boundary approximately, it deforms it into non
cooperating for iris image capture. But we may get off circular boundaries. 
angle iris images with bad illumination from uncooperative
users. In these cases the iris segmentation becomes The Generalized Structure Tensor (GST) and Symmetry
difficult and we can't assume circular iris boundaries. Filters: Generalized Structure Tensor(GST) detects the
Eyelids occlusion or specular reflections also pose more pupilar and sclera boundaries of the iris by initially
problem in detecting the iris boundaries. Nowadays, with assuming that they are circles. GST can be expressed
development of acquisition systems boundaries are using complex version of the structure tensor as it is
detected with better accuracy even in the presence of template matching in the tensor domain [9]. So, we use a
motion blur, inconsistent illumination or variation in circular complex filter c( ) that encodes local
subject gaze angles. orientations. Image (  ( ) +  ( )) , built from

Inaccurate segmentation is the major reason for most the estimated partial derivatives  [ ],  [ ] of
failures in iris recognition system. Iris images can be an iris image  [ ], is convolved with  ( ) as
degraded by several factors. However, in most of the follows:
reported works its individual effect is not evaluated in the
segmentation performance. Iris boundaries are
approximated as circles in these works. In recent works,
circular boundaries are detected at the beginning and then (1)
deformed into non-circular boundaries. This technique is
used in active contours [7], elastic models and AdaBoost (2)
algorithm. Other approaches such as Graph Cuts though

not using geometric models initially, use circular or
elliptical fitting to detect the boundary accurately in final
stages.

 In this paper, iris segmentation algorithm based on
the  Generalized  Structure  Tensor  (GST) is presented.
The pupilar boundary is detected first using circular filters
sequentially. Then, its center is used to detect the sclera
boundary. Since the pupil is darker than the iris, it is easier

between the iris and the sclera. 
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Fig. 3: Input Image

Fig. 4: Segmented Iris

Fig. 5: Segmented Iris showing features

where c(p) is a complex version of the structure tensor
response of a circle. The structure tensor is represented
by magnitudes I  and I . A peak value in |I | and zero20 11 20

argument of I  is obtained at a point p if there are edges20

at the correct distance from p and if local orientations and
the circle agree. The Schwartz inequality holds with
equality (|I | = I ) when this occur. The width of the filter20 11

can be made high enough so that some non circularity is
allowed and further deform circles into non-round
boundaries. Filter c(p) is designed to detect points that
poses a certain symmetry type. Detection tasks such as
cross-markers in vehicle crash tests, core-points and
minutiae in fingerprints, or eyes in face images are few
examples where Symmetry filters have been successfully
applied [10].

Magnitudes I  and I  encode the evidence of the20 11

sought symmetry in a local image neighborhood. In this
method besides considering a correlation of edge
magnitudes, it  also  considers  the  direction   of  edges.
If there is any difference of local orientations of the image
with those of the filter its response is penalized since we
are using complex filters that encodes the local
orientations of the sought pattern. So, if the image and
filter orientations are same, they are canceled during the
complex convolution since the sought pattern is encoded
in  opposite direction. expected. But other traditional
edge-based detection methods like the integro-differential
operator or the circular Hough transform do not use this.
In these methods, all boundary pixels contribute equally
to the detection of circles. Figure 3 shows the input image
and Figure 4 and 5 shows segmented boundaries.

Feature Extraction Using Ica: The iris has a particularly
interesting structure and provides abundant texture
information. So, it is desirable to explore representation
methods which can describe global and local information
in an iris [11]. We present an Independent Component
Analysis approach, which can obtain both global and
local information for an iris.

The ICA is an unsupervised learning algorithm using
high order statistics [12]. Typical algorithms for ICA use
centering, whitening (usually with the Eigen value
decomposition) and dimensionality reduction as pre-
processing steps in order to simplify and reduce the
complexity of the problem for the actual iterative
algorithm. Whitening and dimension reduction can be
achieved with principal component analysis or singular
value decomposition. Whitening ensures that all
dimensions are treated equally a priori before the
algorithm is run. 

It is desirable to estimate the linear transform from the
data itself so that the transform could be perfectly
adapted to the kind of data that is being processed. Let us
denote the random observed vector X=[X ,X ,…X ]1 2 m

T

whose m elements are mixtures of m independent elements
of a random vector S=[S ,S ,…S ]  given by:1 2 m

T

X = AS (3)

where A represents an m x m mixing matrix, the sample
value of X is denoted by x and j=1, 2, ..., m. The goal ofj j

ICA is to find the unmixing matrix W (i.e. the inverse of A)
that will give Y, the best possible approximation of S:

Y = WX  S (4)
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Fig. 6: Extracted Features using ICA it in an arbitrarily selected nest;

Iris Representation with ICA: An iris image after image eggs (solutions) and will be carried over to next
preprocessing can be viewed as a vector. If an iris’s width generations;
and height are w and h pixels respectively, the number of The host nests available are fixed and a host can
components of this vector will be w*h. Each pixel is coded discover  an  alien  egg  with  probability  pa  [0,1].
by one  vector component. The construction of this In this case, the host bird can either throw the egg
vector from an image is performed by a simple away or abandon the nest to build a completely new
concatenation - the rows of the image are placed each nest in a new location.
beside one another. This iris vector belongs to a space.
This space is the iris space, the space of all images whose Based on the above-mentioned rules, the basic steps
dimension is w by h pixels. The full image space is not an of the CS can be summarized as the pseudo code, as
optical  space  for  iris  description. ICA’s task aims to shown in Fig. 7. [15].
build an iris space which better describes the irises [13].
The following is in details. begin

Let X’=[X’ ,X’ ,…X’ ]  a training iris image set with Objective function f(x), x = (x , ..., x )1 2 m
T

n random variables which are assumed to be linear Generate initial population of
combination of km unknown ICs, denoted by n host nests x  (i = 1, 2, ..., n)
S’=[S’ ,S’ ,…S’ ] . For all i, i=1,2…n, the image X’  and while (t <MaxGeneration) or (stop criterion)1 2 m i

T

the  independent  component S’  are converted into Get a cuckoo randomly by L´evy flightsi

vectors  X   and S  by row concatenation and denoted as evaluate its quality/fitness Fi i

X = [X ,X ,…X ]  and S=[S ,S ,…S ]  respectively. As Choose a nest among n (say, j) randomly1 2 m 1 2 m
T T

described in the above sub-section, the relation between if (F  > F ),
S and X can be modeled as X=AS. From this relationship, replace j by the new solution;
each iris image X’  is represented by a linear combination endi

of S ,S ,…S with weighting by fixed-point algorithm. A fraction (p ) of worse nests1 2 m

Thus, mixing matrix represents the subspace of all training are abandoned and new ones are built;
images. Fig. 6 shows the extracted features of iris using Keep the best solutions
ICA. (or nests with quality solutions);

Feature Selection by Cuckoo Search Algorithm: Cuckoo end while
search (CS) is an optimization algorithm developed by Postprocess results and visualization
Xin-she Yang and Suash Deb in 2009. Yang and Deb [14] end
discovered that the performance of the CS can be
improved by using Lévy Flights instead of simple random Fig. 7. Pseudo code of the Cuckoo Search (CS)

walk.  A  Lévy  flight  is  a  random  walk  in which the
step-lengths are distributed according to a heavy-tailed
probability distribution. After a large number of steps, the
distance from the origin of the random walk tends to a
stable distribution.

Cuckoo Search Implementation: In a nest, an egg
represents a solution and a new solution is represented
by a cuckoo egg. Our aim is to find new and better
solutions which replaces not-so-good solutions in the
nests. The Cuckoo Search is based on the following three
rules:

Each cuckoo lays its egg one at a time and abandons

The best nests are chosen based on the quality of

1 d
T

i

i

i j

a

Rank the solutions and find the current best
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When generating new solutions x  for the ii
(t+1) th

cuckoo, the following Lévy flight is performed

x  = x  +  Lévy ( ) (5)i i
(t+1) (t)

where  is the step size, which is related to the scale of
the problem of interest. The product È means entry-wise
multiplications. In this research work, we consider a Lévy
flight in which the step-lengths are distributed according
to the following probability distribution

Lévy ~ u= t , (1<  3) (6)

which has an infinite variance. The consecutive steps of
a cuckoo  is  a  random  walk  process  that obeys a
power-law step-length distribution with a heavy tail:

The eggs in the host nest actually represents the
features extracted by the ICA of an image.
Each cuckoo’s egg is the new solution which
represents the feature subset. 
For each host nest (feature subset), quality of eggs
is either 1 or 0. Depends on this value, the egg will be
carried to the next generation. .i.e. the feature subset
is selected for the iris recognition.
Let  the  Probability  that  the  host  bird  finds the
egg laid by a cuckoo is Pa. It represents discarding
the  feature  subsets  which are least significant
(worst feature subset) and these features are dumped
from further calculation. This probability is assumed
to be fixed.

RESULTS

In  this  experiment, we use CASIA-IrisV3 that
includes three subsets namely CASIA-Iris-Interval,
CASIA-Iris-Lamp, CASIA-Iris-Twins. CASIA-IrisV3
contains a total of 22,034 iris images from nearly 700
individuals. All iris images are 8 bit gray-level JPEG
images collected with near infrared illumination and the
resolution of each image is of 320*280. We conducted
experiments with CASIA Iris Interval which contain 2,639
images from 249 subjects. In this experiment, features are
extracted using ICA for a single person and few best
features are selected from these features using Cuckoo
Search algorithm. Database contains these few best
features of different persons which are enough for
authentication.

Table 1: Experimental Results
GA-FS PSO-FS CS-FS Without feature selection

Matching rate(%) 97.4 98.5 99.4 96.6

The matching is done by Hamming distance
algorithm. At first based on the image resolution the
hamming distance algorithm forms a template mask of the
resolution size for a sample in the database and the test
sample. Then it calculates the hamming distance between
the first rows on both these train and test samples
template mask. Similarly it calculates for all the remaining
rows up to the resolution size. Finally it took the average
value. If the hamming distance is zero then the person is
identified within the database. If the hamming distance is
a  constant  integer,  then  the  person  is  not identified
(i.e. mismatched) within the database. Similarly, the test
sample is compared with all samples in the database to
identify the person.

 To prove the efficiency of Cuckoo Search based
feature selection approach, it is compared with other
feature selection methods using Genetic Algorithm(GA)
and Particle swarm optimization algorithm [16,17]. The
results are tabulated in Table 1.

CONCLUSION

The accurate iris patterns classification has become
difficult due to the large number of textural features
extracted from an iris image. In this paper, a novel iris
feature selection approach based on Cuckoo search
algorithm is performed. First, the iris of the person who is
subjected to eye scan is taken. It is segmented using
Generalized structure tensor and its features are extracted
using ICA. The best features are selected by cuckoo
search Algorithm from the extracted texture features. The
best features are then compared with the several features
of different individuals in the database for identification.

The future works include building a bigger database
involving more images and to check its effectiveness with
other methods of human recognition.
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